
Muskrats 
What are they?  
Muskrats are large rodents. Rodents are animals like rats, hamsters, and beavers that have 
two pairs of incisors (or sharp, flat front teeth) that they use for gnawing. These teeth grow 
continuously through their lives.  

Rodents are part of the mammal family of animals. Mammals are warm-blooded animals that 
have hair, give birth to live animals (not eggs), and feed their young with the milk they 
produce.  

What do they look like?  
Muskrats have dark brown waterproof fur along their backs and lighter brown fur along their sides. They have a hairless tail and partially 
webbed back feet.  

Most muskrats grow to be between 16 inches and two feet long, including their tail. Adult muskrats weigh about three or four pounds. 
They are about the size of an average house cat. They have very small ears and eyes.  

Where can you find them? 
These small rodents like to live near water. You can find them in marshes and other wetland areas, and on the banks of ponds, lakes, 
and streams. They particularly like fresh and saltwater marshes, where the water level remains between four and six feet throughout 
the year. Muskrats prefer to build their dens (or homes) near slow-moving water.  

How do they behave? 
Muskrats are born swimmers. They use their furless tails as rudders to help steer them forward and backward through the water. Their 
webbed feet are handy propellers, pushing them through the water with ease. They can stay underwater for a long time. In fact, one 
scientist observed a muskrat that swam underwater for 17 minutes, came up for three seconds, and then went back underwater for ten 
more minutes. Muskrats can even chew underwater! 

Muskrats usually live in lodges made up of bulrushes, cattails, and sometimes mud and bark. They also build smaller feeding platforms 
from the same materials. The platforms shelter them as they eat. They sometimes build a burrow in the bank of a river or stream to live 
in.  

Muskrats generally stay very close to their homes and are most active at night. However, you can occasionally see them during the 
day, sunning themselves on logs or swimming about.  

Muskrats can have up to five litters of young each year, but usually average around two or three per year. The typical litter includes 
between five and six babies.  

What do they eat?  
Muskrats eat lots of different kinds of plants and animals. They graze on cattails, bulrushes, phragmites, sedges, pickerelweed, 
grasses, and acorns. They also eat the roots and rhizomes ( knobby underground growths that anchor plants into the ground) of some 
of these plants. If they eat too much of these roots and rhizomes, they can cause an “eat-out,” or empty patches of marsh land. They 
will also feed on fish, crayfish, frogs, and freshwater clams, although they seem to prefer to eat plants. 

What eats them?  
Muskrats have many predators. Their size makes them a perfect meal for raccoons, otters, red foxes, owls, hawks, American Bald 
Eagles, snapping turtles, bullfrogs, snakes, and largemouth bass.  

Creature Feature 
The name scientists have given these rodents is Ondatra zibethicus. Part of the name was given to us by the Iroquois. They called this 
animal ondatra . The other part of the name (zibethicus) means “musky-smelling.” Adult muskrats use this scent to mark the borders of 
their territory and communicate with other muskrats. 
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